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ABSTRACT
Most polarisation vision studies reveal elegant examples of how
animals, mainly the invertebrates, use polarised light cues for
navigation, course-control or habitat selection. Within the past two
decades it has been recognised that polarised light, reflected,
blocked or transmitted by some animal and plant tissues, may also
provide signals that are received or sent between or within species.
Much as animals use colour and colour signalling in behaviour
and survival, other species additionally make use of polarisation
signalling, or indeedmay rely on polarisation-based signals instead. It
is possible that the degree (or percentage) of polarisation provides a
more reliable currency of information than the angle or orientation of
the polarised light electric vector (e-vector). Alternatively, signals with
specific e-vector angles may be important for some behaviours.
Mixed messages, making use of polarisation and colour signals, also
exist. While our knowledge of the physics of polarised reflections and
sensory systems has increased, the observational and behavioural
biology side of the story needsmore (andmore careful) attention. This
Review aims to critically examine recent ideas and findings, and
suggests ways forward to reveal the use of light that we cannot see.
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Introduction
We humans are largely blind to the polarisation of light, and most
vertebrates probably share this inability to see a form of light that is
all around us (Foster et al., 2018; Temple et al., 2015). Conversely,
many invertebrates, including the insects, spiders, crustaceans and
cephalopods, and, in fact, a few vertebrates such as fish, are thought
to use polarisation for local or global navigation or habitat selection
(Dacke et al., 2001, 2002; Hawryshyn, 1992; Horváth and Varju,
1997; Labhart, 1988; Labhart and Meyer, 2002; Schwind, 1983a;
Wehner and Rossel, 1985). These behaviours rely on extended-
source stimuli (see Glossary), such as the celestial hemisphere or
reflective lake surfaces. However, some objects in nature, such as
animal skin or cuticle, as well as leaves and flowers, reflect
polarisation in smaller, discrete areas. These polarised reflections
may be used as signals (see Glossary) between or within species,
in many respects similar to the way colours are used for
communication. There is a clear distinction between an extended-
source cue (see Glossary), such as a polarising light environment or
lake surface, and an animal- or plant-based signal (seeGlossary) – the
former is not subject to selective change through evolution, whereas
the latter may be subject to selective pressures. This Review examines
this divide and points to a middle ground – the polarisation contrast of
small objects against large-field polarised backgrounds. In this case,
while the polarisation visualised may be an extended source, it is the
blocking or modification of this polarisation by a small object that
may form the signal (Fig. 1). A critical question for this emerging
field is whether the polarisation reflections found on animals or plants
have evolved for a behavioural reason. Alternatively, as with both
ultraviolet signals (Bennett and Cuthill, 1994; Cuthill et al., 2000;
Hausmann et al., 2003) and fluorescent signals (Marshall and
Johnsen, 2017), they may or may not be visually significant, and
could be a by-product of another feature or function of the tissue
(Cronin et al., 2009, 2003; Horváth, 2014). These are complex
questions, but this is not to say that we shouldn’t attempt to address
them. With this in mind, at the end of the Review we provide a user
guide for the study of polarisation signalling.
Polarised light
Polarised light in nature (Fig. 1) has recently been summarised in the
extensive book by Horváth and co-authors (Horváth, 2014) and in
condensed form in Johnsen (2012) and Cronin et al. (2014). Foster
and co-workers also provide a comprehensive and constructive
guide to aid in the design and set-up of experiments where the
polarisation of light is used and controlled (Foster et al., 2018). For
those wanting an introduction to the physics behind polarisation and
polarised light, books such as Goldstein, (2010) and Hecht (2017)
are good places to begin.
Briefly, along with colour (wavelength or frequency) and intensity
(‘brightness’), polarisation is a third physical property that
characterizes light. Light emitted from the sun is unpolarised. As it
is scattered by particles in the atmosphere and in aquatic
environments, or reflected and refracted by solid and liquid surfaces,
it may become polarised to different degrees. Three quantities define
polarisation: angle, degree and ellipticity (see Glossary). The angle of
polarisation describes the average direction in which the electric field
of light oscillates, often referred to as the e-vector angle. The degree of
polarisation (0–1), or percentage polarisation (0–100%), describes the
distribution of those angles, ranging from 0 (or 0%) for an unpolarised
light beam to 1 (or 100%) for a beamwhere all thewaves oscillatewith
a single angle of polarization. In nature, it is rare to find degrees of
polarisation above 70%, whereas man-made polarisers may approach
100%. Light can also carry angular momentum, a value we term
ellipticity. Ellipticities of −1 and 1 describe circularly polarised light,
with intermediate values describing elliptically polarised light.
Linearly polarised light has an ellipticity of 0.
Polarisation vision
Polarisation vision (see Glossary) has been reviewed recently
(Marshall and Cronin, 2011; Cronin et al., 2014; Labhart, 2016;
Foster et al., 2018; and for specific animal groups, Horváth, 2014),
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sowe give only a brief summary here. Photoreceptors contain visual
pigment molecules that consist of two parts, a transmembrane
protein, or opsin, and a chromophore bound within the opsin that
absorbs the photons of light. Absorption is most likely when the
e-vector or vibration direction of that photon is parallel to the long
axis of the chromophore, making the whole molecule dichroic
(see Glossary; Kirschfeld, 1973; Cronin et al., 2014). The term
‘e-vector’ in fact refers to single waves of light, but has been
extended, in polarisation biology, to refer to the overall or average
angle of oscillation within a beam of linearly polarised light.
The rod and cone photoreceptors of vertebrates are constructed from
stacked plate-like lamellae, within which the visual pigments and their
chromophores are randomly arrayed relative to incoming photons.
They are therefore, on average, insensitive to polarisation, or non-
dichroic, without secondary modification (Roberts and Needham,
2007; Roberts et al., 2004; Roberts, 2014). Such modification is found
in the anchovy, where the membrane plates of a specific population of
cones are arranged side-on and parallel to incoming light, and the
cones themselves are oriented at right angles to each other (Flamarique
and Harosi, 2002; Kondrashev et al., 2012). This confines the
chromophore relative to incoming e-vectors. Although similar
orthogonal arrays of double cones exist in many other fish species,
the mechanisms for polarisation sensitivity (see Glossary) in these
species are less clear (Hawryshyn, 1992, 2000; Roberts, 2014).
Invertebrate photoreceptors (rhabdomeres) are made from tubules
of membrane or microvilli that also restrict or partially orient the
chromophore. The microvilli are arranged side-on to the light within
a photoreceptor, generally in a single direction, like a pack of
drinking straws (Fig. 2). The intrinsic molecular dichroism of visual
pigment within the microvilli is enhanced at the cellular level
by such unidirectional membrane structures. Insects, crustaceans
and cephalopods provide good examples of microvillar-type
photoreceptors exhibiting such overall linear polarisation
sensitivity (Fig. 2). The eyes of these animal groups often have
photoreceptors arrayed with polarisation sensitivity at right angles to
each other. In some species, two sensitivity directions are common
and maintained throughout the whole eye and may be arrayed
horizontally (H) and vertically (V) relative to the outside world
(Bernard and Wehner, 1977; Wehner, 2001; Talbot and Marshall,
2010, 2011; How et al., 2014a). When considering polarisation-
driven behaviours, it is important to work up from the molecular
level to cellular (photoreceptor) dichroism and beyond to whole
eye, head and indeed animal orientation relative to the outside world
(Alkaladi et al., 2013).
Visual systems may possess more than two angles of polarisation
sensitivity, potentially to remove null-points (see Glossary; Bernard
and Wehner, 1977; How and Marshall, 2014). Several insect species,
including bees, crickets and ants, have the potential to compare
Glossary
Celestial field
In the context of this Review, this refers to the pattern of polarised light in the
180 deg vault of the sky above an observer in terrestrial environments. This
pattern is the result of scatter in the atmosphere.
Circular/elliptical polarisation
As well as degree and e-vector angle, an electromagnetic wave
may have angular momentum due to out of phase electric field
components of the wave. Ellipticities of −1 and 1 (phase differences of
¼ of a wavelength) describe circularly polarised light, with intermediate
values describing elliptically polarised light. Linearly polarised light has an
ellipticity of 0.
Degree of polarisation/% polarisation
The proportion (0–1 or 0–100%) of waves in a light source of a particular
polarisation state. In this Review, only the degree of linear polarisation – the
proportion of waves in a light source of a particular angular orientation – is
considered.
Dichroism
A material is described as dichroic if it absorbs one e-vector orientation
preferentially to others. Photoreceptor microvilli and some other animal and
plant tissues are dichroic.
E-vector angle/angle of polarisation
The angle, relative to an external reference such as horizontal or vertical,
of the oscillation of waves in a polarised light beam. E-vector is the
property of a single wave but is used synonymously with angle of
polarisation in biology.
Extended source/large field
Polarisation cues for e.g. navigation generally come from visual systems
examining large or extended areas of sky. Other large fields of polarisation
may come from reflective (e.g. lake) surfaces or from scattered light
underwater.
Iridophore
A sub-class of chromatophores, colour- or light-reflecting cells that generate
skin colour. Iridophore colours are produced using physical light interactions
such as thin-film interference or scatter rather than absorptive pigments
alone.
Maxilliped
Modified limbs or appendages that function as or close to themouth-parts in
crustaceans. In stomatopods, the second maxillipeds may have polarised
and coloured reflections on some segments and these are shown off during
encounters with other stomatopods and/or as general threat displays.
Null-point
A two-channel, orthogonal polarisation-sensitive visual system with maximal
linear absorptions at, for example, 0 deg and 90 deg is described as having
null-points relative to incoming linear polarisation stimuli at 45 deg and
270 deg, as the comparative outputs of the visual system to these different
polarisation angles (e-vectors) are indistinguishable.
Phototaxis
A behavioural response or bodily movement towards or away from light or a
specific quality of light.
Polarisation cue
A feature that is often (but not exclusively) an extended source of
polarisation such as that in the celestial field or a lake surface used to
guide behaviours such as navigation. Cues are not subject to evolution as
polarisation signals are. A small polarised cue for e.g. egg laying in
butterflies might be a specular leaf surface.
Polarisation sensitivity
Visual sensitivity to linearly or circularly polarised light. May be sensitivity to
extended sources such as the sky or to small objects or specific signals.
May or may not be distinct from polarisation vision.
Polarisation signal
One feature that distinguishes signals from cues in general is that they are
subject to evolution. Polarisation signals known so far include small
surfaces of integument or skin that may be used in mating display and are
hence subject to sexual selection.
Polarisation vision
The ability to distinguish polarisation degree or angle independent of
intensity. In its strictest sense, polarisation vision has only been shown in
cephalopods and stomatopods. In this Review, a more liberal definition is
used, and includes some instances of sensitivity to linearly or circularly
polarised light that may confound both intensity and colour.
Snell’s window
Looking up at the water surface from underwater, a viewer will see thewhole
180 deg celestial hemisphere refracted into a 97 deg cone of light. Outside
this window on the world above, total internal reflection makes the surface
appear dark.
Specularity
Specular reflection is a property of shiny surfaces. A mirror-like reflection
coming from the outer shiny surface of an object and at the reflection angle
often masking or obscuring the colour beneath. Such reflections (aside from
metallic surfaces) are usually plane-polarised at the angle of the surface.
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adjacent photoreceptors that, while maintaining a local orthogonal
sensitivity pair, differ in primary e-vector angle sensitivity (Labhart,
1999; Wehner, 2001). Mantis shrimps (stomatopods) possess four
linear receptor types; horizontal and vertical,−45 deg and +45 deg, as
well as left and right circular types (↺ and↻), arranged in spatially
discrete but optically overlapping eye regions (Marshall et al., 2007,
1991; Marshall, 1988). Stomatopods are exceptional and appear to
encode the variables of light differently to any other animal.
Labhart (2016) recently provided a careful summary examining
whether invertebrates observing extended field cues see e-vector
angle as a separate modality. He concluded that they probably do
not extract angle information per se, and he extends the discussion to
include potential functions of polarisation vision, including contrast
enhancement and communication. While we agree with the first part
of his conclusions, we suggest that polarisation does provide
information beyond that used in what may be termed ‘hard-wired’
behaviours. This is notably the case where differences between
polarised objects may be learned through behavioural tests
(Marshall et al., 2014).
One way to consider whether polarisation does provide
information comes through a comparison with colour vision.
Kelber and Osorio (2010) suggested four grades of colour vision
based on the behavioural uses and underlying mechanisms
involved. These were: (1) phototaxis (see Glossary); (2) innate
colour preference; (3) colour learning and cognition; (4) colour
categorisation, or learning and memory beyond simple choice.
While there remains much to be discovered about polarisation
behaviour and underlying visual mechanisms, the distinction
between Labhart’s view and ours is that we do think polarisation
vision crosses the grade 2–3 boundary.
A
B
C
D
Bush
Grass
Reef
Mudflat
Fig. 1. Polarised light in the environment. (A) Polarisation camera images of a terrestrial scene, awaxy-leafed bushwith a small cut-out polaroid fish-shape on one
leaf (arrow). Left: intensity (black and white image). Centre: degree (%) polarisation, scale 0–100%, blue to white with deep-red at ∼45%, the limit of most
natural polarised signals. Right: angle or e-vector direction, the circular key shows, for example, orange/red as horizontal and cyan as vertical (camera details in
Gruev et al., 2010 and Johnsen et al., 2016). Note the potential polarocryptic camouflage of ‘fish’ under these circumstances. (B) The same cut-out polaroid fish in a
shaded-grass background with a low degree of polarisation, showing the potential for polarisation contrast and signalling. (C) Left: diagrammatic representation
of the horizontal band of polarisation underwater at midday with the sun above, and the tilt of polarisation at low sun angles (modified fromHawryshyn, 1992). Centre
and right: a typical reef scene at mid–late afternoon, approximately corresponding to the tilted angle in the left-most panel (scales as in A). Note the low degree of
polarisation of reef substrate and high degree of backgroundwater. (D) Amud flat environment with a fiddler crab with a dry and contrasting claw. Scales and images
are similar to those in A, but the left image is in normal colour. Note slightly different colour scale in middle panel so the background mudflat is ∼45%.
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Polarisation in aquatic environments
Many of the putative polarisation signals currently known are in
aquatic organisms. The aquatic realm provides four sources of
polarisation: (1) refraction and reflection at the surface; (2) entry into
the water of the celestial polarisation pattern through Snell’s window
(see Glossary); (3) the intrinsic polarisation resulting from the scatter
of light from particles in thewater column (similar but not identical to
the sky, Johnsen, 2012); and (4) the polarisation signals that animals
or other objects may generate themselves (Figs 3, 4, 5D and 6).
Waterman and colleagues made excellent early studies of the
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Fig. 2. See next page for legend.
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first three, noting that the angle of the e-vector underwater due to
scatter changed with the position of the sun during the day and that
with increasing depth, intrinsic polarisation rapidly dominates the
polarisation light field (Ivanoff and Waterman, 1958; Waterman,
1954). In later studies, Hawryshyn, (1992) and Cronin and Shashar
(2001), Shashar et al. (2004) point out that, during the day, the pattern
of polarisation in background water is, on average, horizontal for
much of the time and only departs from this at the relatively low solar
elevations around dawn and dusk (Fig. 1C, Fig. S1).
As with the celestial field (see Glossary), this backdrop of
predictable polarisation is indicative of sun position and, although
rarely considered, may be used in aquatic navigation (Powell et al.,
2018). More relevant here, the mostly horizontal angle backdrop
may also aid the visualisation of small objects against this
predictable polarised curtain (Figs 1 and 8; Fig. S1). The angle of
the often orthogonal horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarisation
receptors in the eye, relative to the outside world, would provide a
strong object contrast against this backdrop and is examined further
below (Fig. 2; and see Sharkey et al., 2015).
Animal and plant tissues contain mostly water, and the refractive
index difference between them and an aquatic habitat is less than it is
in air. The result is fewer specular reflections (see Glossary)
underwater than would result from, for example, wet or waxy leaves,
water or mudflat surfaces that polarise light for a terrestrial viewer
(Fig. 1). While the background in water may be relatively highly
polarising (40–60% maximum in open ocean and more like 30%
near reefs; Cronin and Shashar, 2001; Ivanoff andWaterman, 1958;
Waterman and Westell, 1956), underwater structures and benthic
areas, such as kelp and reef structures, are very low in degree of
polarisation (Fig. 1C). One corollary of this is that intentional
signals of polarisation may contrast well, boosting the efficiency of
polarisation over colour for signalling in such a low-polarisation
but colour-confusing background (Figs 3B and 4D). Both
stomatopods and cuttlefish display against the benthos, and both
may be superbly camouflaged in terms of colour, pattern and
intensity; thus, polarisation may provide a means of communication
that only they can see (Figs 3 and 4).
Polarising signals and polarisation information
The information conveyed by polarisation signals in any species is
poorly understood. Detecting a polarised object against a
background or detecting an unpolarised object against a polarised
background is different to discriminating some form of polarisation
information within the object. In common with colour, it is
important to consider whether the potential signal conveys
information about, for example, mate quality, territoriality or a
food source. If so, is there evidence that evolution has optimised
conspicuousness and to which visual systems?
Polarised food
At the moment, with the exception of humans (who use polarisation
cameras to judge fruit quality on a factory conveyor-sorting system;
Boyer et al., 2016), little evidence exists for polarisation vision
being used to locate food or judge its quality. A few authors
have noted that flowers, and indeed other areas of plants,
reflect polarisation patterns. In behavioural experiments using
bumblebees, Foster et al. (2014) constructed flower-like targets
containing polarisation patterns to show that the bumblebees could
learn to associate polarisation information with a food reward. This
idea needs further confirmation – given all the other stimuli a flower
presents at close range, such as colour, smell and taste, the addition
of polarisation seems superfluous. Also, as these and other authors
note, the receptors that mediate this behaviour have not been
determined (Heinloth et al., 2018; Mathejczyk andWernet, 2017). It
should also be noted that reward may drive learning that is out
of context. For example, behavioural choice experiments in
stomatopods used polarised stimuli and a food reward (Marshall
et al., 1999a,b; Chiou et al., 2008b). However, polarised food in the
natural environment of stomatopods has yet to be found.
Stomatopods, bees and other animals may be able to associate
polarisation and food in the laboratory despite polarisation being
irrelevant in a normal foraging context.
It is important to distinguish whether the polarisation of the object
itself is the substrate for choice or whether contrast against a
polarised background is enough. The detection of a small polarised
or non-polarised object against an unpolarised or polarised
background, respectively, may enable identification of something
worth eating. Squid (Shashar and Cronin, 1996; Shashar et al.,
2000, 1998), and both terrestrial and aquatic insects (Buschbeck
et al., 2007; Schwind, 1983b, 1984; Horváth, 2014) or their larvae
may use polarisation contrast in predatory events.
Mate choice, habitat choice, polarisation and colour
It has been proposed that the freshwater swordtail fish uses
polarisation reflections for mate choice, with females preferring to
associate with males that reflect a higher degree of polarisation
(Calabrese et al., 2014). These fish are a well-known model system
for the study of sexual selection, and manipulations of the strikingly
asymmetrical tail ‘sword’ length and colour influence mate choice
(Rosenthal and Lobel, 2006). Some of their colours are structural,
produced using thin film interference, a reflective mechanism that
also polarises light. These sorts of colours and their concomitant
polarisation are common in both freshwater and marine fish (e.g.
pufferfish Canthigaster papua; Fig. 5D). Whether polarisation and
colour signals are combined in such mate-choice systems is not clear.
The experiments manipulating the polarisation reflections of
swordtails relied on an increase in polarised light illumination in a
choice chamber environment. It is difficult to determine which
element of the environment – fish or background – elicited the
response difference. Furthermore, while some attempt was made to
monitor colour and brightness changes during experimental
manipulations, these variables were kept below an assumed
threshold of detection rather than varied over a large range. In order
Fig. 2. Polarisation photoreceptors in a variety of species. (A) Fiddler crab
(Uca polita; photo courtesy of Jochen Zeil) and diagrammatic 3D structure of a
typical crustacean rhabdom showing interdigitating orthogonal microvilli
(Centre–after Stowe, 1983) seen in transmission electron micrograph (TEM) in
longitudinal section (right). Scale bar here and in TEMs below: 0.2 µm. Red
arrows here and below denote bidirectional angle sensitivity. (B) Squid Loligo
paelei along with a 3D diagrammatic representation of abutting orthogonal
microvilli in its photoreceptors (middle; after Moody and Parriss, 1961) and the
retina mounted flat with local photoreceptor angles superimposed to show V-
and H-orientation relative to the eye view of the environment (right) (Talbot and
Marshall, 2011). (C) Swallowtail butterfly Papilio xuthus (photo and TEM
courtesy of Kentaro Arikawa), 2D diagrammatic representation of ventral retina
proximal photoreceptor in transverse section (centre) and TEM of microvilli
(right). (D) Details of circular polarisation sensitivity in stomatopod retina
showing the eye and mid-band region, a diagram of longitudinal section of the
retina through mid-band from the area indicated by the line on photograph of
the eye, the position of the specialised R8 photoreceptors in mid-band rows 5
and 6, TEM of the unidirectional microvilli of this photoreceptor (top right) and
arrows to a diagrammatic representation of its quarter-wave retardation optical
ability, converting circularly polarised light to linearly polarised light that is
absorbed by photoreceptors below (Chiou et al., 2008b). The graph shows the
remarkable spectral flatness resulting from this retardance (Roberts et al.,
2009).
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Fig. 3. Linear polarisation signals in cephalopods. (A) Sepia latimanus, the broad-club cuttlefish. (B) Polarisation video images (as detailed in Fig. 1) showing
highly polarised arm-stripe signals in the centre (% polarisation) panel. (C) Details of arm-stripe reflector in cephalopods, reflectance (top graph) and % polarisation
(bottom graph) measured at several angles of tilt. The similar % or degree of polarisation at all angles of measurement clearly shows the independence of this
signal to angles of view also. The thick green curve shows the spectral sensitivity of cuttlefish, showing a good match to maximum polarisation efficiency at ∼500 nm.
TEM of arm-stripe iridophores showing localised random reflection direction allowing the angle independence of% polarisation (Chiou et al., 2007). Scale bar: 7.5 µm.
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to determine that polarisation, or indeed colour, is detected as an
independent variable, this luminance difference control measure is
essential (Bernard and Wehner, 1977; Foster et al., 2018), especially
given the uncertainties surrounding vertebrate polarisation sensitivity
(Roberts and Needham, 2007; Roberts et al., 2004; Roberts, 2014).
Both electrophysiological (Hawryshyn et al., 2003) and behavioural
evidence (Mussi et al., 2005) suggest that the green chromis
damselfish Chromis viridis responds to polarised light. The fish are
able to discriminate between different angles of polarisation associated
with a food reward in a two-way choice test and do so independently of
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Fig. 4. Linear polarisation signals in stomatopods. (A) Odontodactylus scyllarus (photo courtesy of Roy Caldwell) showing polarising antennal scales
(B) photographed through H and V linear polarising filters denoted by white arrows. Maximal % polarisation is reached at a ∼45 deg tilt angle of the scale (far right
pair and appearing dark red to the vertical analyser) and is measured in related species in C (blue line). Green line shows that linear polarisation receptor
spectral sensitivity is matched to polarisation reflection spectral efficiency in many stomatopods, as in cuttlefish (Fig. 3C), with peak sensitivity close to 500 nm
(Chiou et al., 2012). (D) Haptosquilla trispinosa polarisation images (scales as in Fig. 1) showing highly H-polarised segments of maxillipeds corresponding to
blue areas in E (photo courtesy of Roy Caldwell) and F (inset). (F) TEM of the elongated vesicular structure of the blue polarised maxillipeds of H. trispinosa: an
anisotropic, dichroic, scattering nanostructure (Jordan et al., 2016). Scale bar: 0.5 µm.
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brightness (to 90%variation) and down to an angle difference between
20 and 25 deg. The green structural colours of C. viridis also polarise
light to a small degree (personal observation), so it is tempting to
suggest that they may respond to the polarisation of reflections from
conspecifics or indeed other species in their shallow water
environment (Figs 3, 4 and 5D). There is, however, conflicting
evidence for polarisation sensitivity in this fish. C. viridis were tested
using a looming stimulus visible in polarisation contrast only (similar
to that in Fig. 7) to look for escape responses. In this and three other
fish species – the goldfish (Carassius auratus), the zebrafish (Danio
rerio) and the ambon damselfish (Pomacentrus ambionensis) – no
response was found, implying a lack of polarisation sensitivity.
Control looms of intensity contrasts engendered strong escape
reactions in all species (Pignatelli et al., 2011 and see Foster et al.,
2018). However, a large object loom (Pignatelli et al., 2011) and a
small object choice (Mussi et al., 2005) represent tests of different
behaviours, and more work is needed in order to determine the
polarisation vision capability of these and other fish species.
Stronger evidence exists for polarisation signals in mate choice
among invertebrates. Males of the stomatopod crustacean
Haptosquilla trispinosa present polarising regions on forward-facing
maxillipeds (see Glossary) to prospective mates (Fig. 4). Chiou and
colleagues removed the polarisation from this signal and showed a
reduction in mate preference (Chiou et al., 2005). However, the area
shown in display is also an intense blue, and stomatopods have superb
colour vision (Marshall and Arikawa, 2014; Marshall et al., 2007). As
the manipulation also changed the colour, it was not possible to
disentangle colour and polarisation components of the signal
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Fig. 5. Functional and probable non-
functional linear polarisation signals.
(A) Heliconius cydno, a nymphalid
butterfly, in colour and % polarisation
image (right, scale similar to Fig. 1).
(B) Preferential mate choice frequency
of males given females to interact with
under normal polarising conditions and
with a de-polarising filter placed over the
wings (Sweeney et al., 2003). Bars
indicate s.e.m. (C) The butterfly Curetis
acuta with wings closed is thought to
achieve polarisation and colour
camouflage among leaves in shade by
reflecting both to match the background,
probably in a similar manner to that
shown in Fig. 1A. (D) The toby pufferfish
(Canthigaster papua), in common with
many marine and freshwater fish,
displays iridescent coloured markings
that are also polarising. This includes
the iridescent cornea and blue areas
that, while having colour and eye-shade
function (Lythgoe and Shand, 1982),
are most likely non-functional
polarisation signals that are not
visible to this and other fish that lack
polarisation vision.
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completely. However, the comprehensive and comprehensively
proven polarisation sensitivity in stomatopods (Marshall et al., 1991,
2007; Kleinlogel and Marshall, 2006), and the very high degree of
polarisation of this putative signal (Fig. 4; Chiou et al., 2005) suggests
polarisation as part of this communication code. Interestingly, some
other Haptosquilla species may also combine blue and polarised
reflections, while others only use blue non-polarising colouration
(How et al., 2014b). Several other stomatopod species also appear to
use polarisation in mate choice, and the close-range examination and
display behaviours that they engage in (Figs 4 and 6 and Movie 1)
suggest that judgments are being made based on the quality or content
of the signal area itself.
Fiddler crabs may also use both colour and polarisation in
signalling. They are probably dichromatic (with UV and green
sensitivities), enabling some colour vision, but are also sensitive to
H- and V-oriented polarised light (Detto, 2007; Zeil and Hemmi,
2006; Zeil and Hofmann, 2001). They are famous for their coloured
claw signals, used by males to attract females and ward off rivals,
and the colour and motion information content in this behavioural
arena has been intensively studied (How et al., 2009; Zeil and
Hemmi, 2006; Fig. 1D and Fig. 2A). A wet carapace or shiny claw
also produces a polarising signal that conspecific females or rival
males may attend to (Zeil and Hofmann, 2001). In this case, the
polarisation is due to surface specularity (Fig. 1A) rather than an
intrinsic photonic mechanism within the carapace itself as
exemplified in Figs 4 and 6. Even a dry non-polarising crab
against a strongly H-polarising wet mud-flat background provides a
polarised object background contrast (Fig. 1D). Fiddler crabs are
known to be exquisitely sensitive to both angle and degree
differences in polarised contrast in behavioural experiments (How
et al., 2014a,b, 2012, 2015). This is an example where the intrinsic
polarisation of the signalling object may be less important than the
overall scene contrast provided by a polarised or an unpolarised
object in a large-field polarising background.
Moving further into terrestrial habitats, depolarising filters were
used to reduce wing polarisation in female Heliconius cydno, a
nymphalid butterfly, lowering mate choice frequency among males
(Fig. 5A–C; Sweeney et al., 2003). Polarisation-based mate choice is
suggested to be more frequent in forest-dwelling species of the
nymphalid butterflies. Under a forest canopy, polarised light is rare
(Fig. 1B); thus, the polarised flashes of a wing are a conspicuous
beacon for polarisation-sensitive eyes (Douglas et al., 2007). Efforts
were made to control for intensity in the H. cydno experiments,
and their wings are relatively dull compared with those of
some butterflies. However, colour patterns are still present and, as
with stomatopods, the interaction between colour, intensity and
polarisation in butterfly mate choice needs further investigation,
particularly given the complexity of their colour vision and complex
photoreceptor distribution (Arikawa et al., 1987; Arikawa and
Stavenga, 1997; Marshall and Arikawa, 2014; Stavenga et al., 2001).
Swallowtail butterflies (Papilio aegeus) also combine modalities
and need the correct combination of colour and polarisation to choose
RL
A
B
C
D
Fig. 6. Circular polarisation signals in stomatopods. Odontodactylus cultrifer has both linear and polarising reflections. (A) Linear reflections from abdominal
and thoracic areas shown by photographing through linear H- and V-polarising filters (denoted by arrows). Note that the telson keel area does not alter
reflectance (boxed area). (B) Keel from the boxed area in A shown in detail and photographed through left- and right-handed circular polarising filters. The colour
change indicates circular polarising activity. (C) Section of keel showing a red-orange layer, which is presumed to be an astaxanthin linear reflector (Chiou et al.,
2012), and a clear layer, which is presumed to be a quarter-wave retarder with its fast axis at 45 deg to the linear reflector underneath, resulting in circular
reflection. Note that circular polarisation is not from a chiral structure as known in beetles (Vukusic and Sambles, 2004). (D) A diagram showing the currently
assumed structure of the keel-reflector, in cross section (centre), that allows left-handed reflection from one side and right-handed reflection from the other.
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Fig. 7. Behavioural assessment of polarisation vision in the lab. (A) A fiddler crab on a floating ball treadmill and a polar-graph of the escape reaction
(histogram showing the number of runs and their direction) to looming stimuli presented to the crab from a computer monitor that shows polarisation contrast only.
Animals without polarisation vision see no image on the screen (Pignatelli et al., 2011; How et al., 2012). (B) The same experiment for cuttlefish; again, the
looming stimulus is only visible to polarisation-sensitive animals. (C) The cuttlefish reacts to the loom shown by skin-pattern change (split-screen image of
pattern before and after loom, top and bottom, respectively). (D) Graph showing high sensitivity of cuttlefish to polarisation angle difference of the stimulus down to
1.5 deg (Temple et al., 2012). Bars show s.e.m. (E) Feeding containers with linear polarising filters (top) that are invisible until photographed through a
V-polarising filter (bottom). The white lines were drawn after to show the angle orientation of the filters. (F) A stomatopod handling a feeding container in a choice
test where both linear polarisation e-vector angle (as in E) and circular polarisation handedness can be discriminated. (G) Results for animals trained to left- and
right-handed reflecting feeding containers, as indicated by L or R. Asterisks indicate statistical significance based on a Fisher’s exact test (Marshall et al., 1999a;
Chiou et al., 2008b).
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leaves for egg-laying. Behavioural tests indicate that they prefer to lay
their eggs under green horizontal leaves that also therefore reflect
H-polarisation (Kelber et al., 2001), and H-polarisation is actually
prioritised over colour. A horizontal leaf may provide both the best
shelter from weather and protection from the eyes of birds and other
predators. This example amplifies an important difference between
colour and polarisation vision. Judgements based on polarisation
angle are usually (but not always, see Fig. 4B) necessarily bound to
the orientation of the object, such as the leaf surface. In other words,
as a leaf changes angle, so does the reflected angle and, therefore,
possibly the strength of the polarisation signal to a viewer (Fig. 1A).
This is examined further in the next section.
Signal orientation, confounding parameters and polarisation
contrast
Colour, intensity and polarisation confounds may exist in a putative
polarisation signal and may or may not be disambiguated at the
neural level (Glantz, 2001). As demonstrated by the swallowtail
butterfly story, e-vector direction is often related to object surface
orientation or intrinsic polarisation mechanisms in animal cuticle
(Fig. 4). Even when considering polarisation alone, quality
judgements based on polarisation angle and/or degree may not be
easy to disambiguate, at least to the scientist observer (Bernard and
Wehner, 1977; How et al., 2014a). Considerable similarities
between intensity contrast sensitivity functions and polarisation
contrast sensitivity functions have been found in dragonfly larvae
(Sharkey et al., 2015) and in crayfish (Glantz, 1996). This means
that great care is needed not to confuse what is being presented or
tested when either observing nature or performing experiments
(Marshall et al., 2014; Foster et al., 2018).
Examples exist where signals and/or their reception seem
deliberately simplified in nature. Rhabdom or photoreceptor twist,
deliberate microvillar disorganisation or cell–cell cross-talk has
evolved in a number of species to reduce polarisation sensitivity in
favour of another light modality such as colour (Marshall et al.,
1991; Wehner and Bernard, 1993). As many waxy leaves or wet
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Fig. 8. Midwater camouflage and lack of
polarocrypsis. (A) A diver among superbly
camouflaged silvery big-eye trevally, Caranx
sexfasciatus. The fish are also imaged using a polarising
camera below (see Fig. 1 legend for explanation of
scales). In intensity and colour, the reflective camouflage
mechanism functions well, but it breaks down in %
polarisation (Johnsen et al., 2016). (B) Ratio of %
polarisation of fish and background water in 8 species of
silvery fish (Johnsen et al., 2016 and see Fig. S1)
showing that silvery fish do not return polarised
reflections (Brady et al., 2013, 2015), as also predicted
theoretically (Jordan et al., 2012). Animals with
polarisation vision would therefore break this form of
camouflage, suggesting that polarocrypsis, in this
context, does not work. Key: red, Caranx sexfasciatus;
black, Sphyraena qenie; blue, Pseudocaranx dentex;
bright green, Trachinotus blochii; dark green, Caranx
melampygus; yellow, Gnathanodon speciosus; grey,
Pterocaesio marri; orange, Fistularia commersonii.
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surfaces polarise reflected light (Fig. 1) it has been suggested that
this is seen as a sort of environmental noise, best removed if other
cues or signals are sought. Ultimately, the apparent problem of
disentangling colour and polarisation may be one of our own
making, as we perhaps try too hard to neatly define modalities and
signals. The ways in which polarisation is combined with colour or
indeed intensity remains a challenge for the emerging ideas in
polarisation signalling.
The cephalopods appear to have solved the colour–polarisation
confound by ignoring colour information altogether (Marshall and
Messenger, 1996). They also seem to address the potential
polarisation angle–degree confound with their signals. Cuttlefish
possess dynamic polarised stripes on their arms and, in common
with other skin-based signals in cephalopods such as squid, the
stripes can be masked or turned on and off, depending on
behavioural context (Chiou et al., 2007; Mathger and Hanlon,
2006; Mathger et al., 2009a,b; Shashar et al., 2019). A de-coupling
of e-vector angle from the angle of the object (the arm stripes) in
space is achieved through a randomly arranged array of platelet
structures or modified iridophores (see Glossary) in the arms
(Fig. 3). Such independence from angle may serve to maintain
polarised signal consistency from a number of viewing angles,
leaving degree-only information that is relevant to the behavioural
judgement underway. The actual message conveyed remains
unknown in either cuttlefish or squid (Mathger et al., 2009a,b),
but cuttlefish at least are known to expose the stripes during both
mating and agonistic displays (Shashar et al., 1996).
Stomatopods also present signals that are independent of, or at least
different to, the object surface angle. The antennal scales in the
peacock mantis shrimp Odontodactylus scylarus are two large
paddle-shaped appendages that reflect a polarising signal best at a
∼45 deg oblique angle to the paddle surface (Fig. 4; Chiou et al.,
2012). This is achieved with an unusual astaxanthin-based molecular
polarisation mechanism that aligns polarisation to cell membranes
and the molecules’ position within that membrane. The uropods (tail-
fans) of this and other stomatopods from this genus also polarise light
at angles unrelated to the surface plane, apparently using the same
mechanism, and both these and the antennal scales are used in display
to potential mates (Fig. 2 and Movie 1). H. trispinosa, also uses an
internal photonic mechanism to produce the blue polarised signal
discussed above (Fig. 4). The result is a strong horizontal signal
against a non-polarising background, (Fig. 4; Chiou et al., 2005,
2008a; How et al., 2014b; Cronin, 2018).
Talbot and Marshall (2010, 2011) showed that cuttlefish and
squid orient the microvilli in adjacent photoreceptors mainly H and
V relative to the outside world (Fig. 2B). As noted, particularly
underwater, this H–V arrangement may be important for looking
into the mainly horizontal distant light field and for detecting
objects against this relatively predictable polarisation curtain
(Fig. 8; Fig. S1). Where known, crustaceans also tend to show an
H–V arrangement in their retina relative to the outside world. Both
the semi-terrestrial mud-flat and beach-dwelling fiddler crabs and
ghost crabs view a horizontally reflected polarised source (Zeil and
Hemmi, 2006; How et al., 2014a). Whether permanently submerged
species also match an H–V array with the mostly horizontal
scattered spacelight remains mostly unknown (Figs 1 and 2;
Marshall et al., 1999a,b; Marshall and Cronin, 2014). The
exceptional stomatopods possess four angles of linear polarisation
sensitivity and are able to rotate their eyes to align photoreceptors
and signals – this apparently enables them to optimise linear
polarisation contrast in their environment (Land et al., 1990;
Marshall et al., 2007; Marshall and Cronin, 2014; Daly et al., 2016).
Polarisation camouflage
Animals use intensity and colour for camouflage in a variety of ways,
such as simple matching, disruptive camouflage and countershading
(Rowland, 2009; Stevens and Merilaita, 2009; Cott, 1940; Thayer,
1909). As well as searching for polarisation signals, it is worth asking
whether there are examples of polarisation reflections and patterns
that camouflage or match a uniform or patterned background of
polarisation. This has been termed polarocrypsis, and for a variety of
reasons explained below and previously (Cronin et al., 2016) we think
it unlikely, at least in some of the contexts so far imagined.
An intriguing but untested possibility concerns shiny-leafed and
therefore polarising bushes (Fig. 1A). Such habitat certainly provides
a disruptive polarised background into which a polarising animal
might disappear. As noted already, twisted rhabdoms and other
mechanisms of disrupting polarisation sensitivity remove this sort of
glare and confounding information (Ribi, 1979;Wehner andBernard,
1993; Wehner and Meyer, 1981; Marshall and Cronin, 2014). Many
insects, however, do not eliminate polarisation sensitivity in their
photoreceptors, and may indeed visualise colour patterns and
polarisation patterns confounded together in such a background.
This might benefit a polarising animal in such a bush. It has been
suggested that the linearly polarised reflections from Japanese jewel
beetles (Chrysochroa fulgidissima) may help in either camouflage or
intraspecific communication in forest-edge habitat against waxy
foliage (Fig. 1A; Stavenga et al., 2011).
The sunbeam butterfly,Curetis acuta, and the ‘glass scales’ of the
swordtail butterfly, Graphum sarpedon, polarise light from their
wings like the heliconids already mentioned (Fig. 5A–C; Stavenga
et al., 2012; Vukusic et al., 2000). In these instances, however, it is
scatter or thin film interference from the under surface of the wings
that both adds polarisation and reflects colours of the local
environment. The wings display a polarising signal in flight,
which is presumably not visible to predators (such as birds) but is
covertly visible to other butterflies. When at rest and with wings
folded, a combination of their green or silvery-white colour,
polarisation and local reflection from the wings may aid in
camouflage in a forest edge leafy habitat. Both of these butterfly
and beetle examples remain interesting ideas only, and are in need of
positive behavioural and experimental verification.
The term ‘polarocrypsis’ in fact comes from the suggestion that a
simpler background-matching camouflage exists in the marine
environment. As detailed above, a background curtain of mostly
horizontally polarised light exists underwater, except near dawn and
dusk when it tilts substantially. In open water, there is nowhere to
hide, and silvery fish possess a well-documented camouflage strategy
in this habitat. Using guanine crystals as reflectors and arranging the
crystals over their curved surface to be vertical, silvery fish can act as
flat mirrors and reflect the local surrounding light efficiently, thus
looking like water itself, both in terms of colour and intensity (Fig. 8;
Denton and Land, 1971; Jordan et al., 2012). Brady and colleagues
suggest that this extends to polarisation in the lookdown Selene
vomer, a relatively large (∼30 cm) semi-pelagic fish (Brady et al.,
2015, 2013). That is, they claim S. vomer reflects polarised light as
well, and would thus be less visible against a polarising background
to a possible predator or any animal with polarising sensitivity.
A number of concerns about this study have previously been put
forward (Cronin et al., 2016 and see counter-examples in Fig. 8 and
Fig. S1). Jordan et al. (2012) also demonstrated, both theoretically
and using direct measurements, that the guanine crystals of silvery
fish are arranged, almost ideally, to reflect intensity and not
polarisation. They conclude that for optimal camouflage, the best
combination is spectrally broad-band, high-percentage and low-
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polarising reflectivity. Finally, Johnsen et al. (2016) quantified and
photographed many different silvery fish species at many depths
using a polarisation camera specifically designed to work in water.
One conclusion is that the degree of polarisation of all fish fell well
below that of the background, in addition to generally having small
values (Fig. 8; Fig. S1).
S. vomer may be different to other silvery fish in its mechanism
(an untested possibility), but the 11 species of other silvery fish in
the study (Johnsen et al., 2016) were all conspicuous against the
background to a predator with polarisation sensitivity (Fig. 8;
Fig. S1). Polarisation vision in large fish or their predators has yet to
be shown, and while there are open-water squid species possibly
large enough to tackle S. vomer, they typically prey upon smaller
animals. It might be worthwhile to conduct a closer examination of
small silvery fish in the size and distance range relevant to
crustacean and cephalopod predators.
Circular polarisation and the case for covert communication
Do polarising signals, only visible to animals with polarisation
sensitivity, constitute a ‘secret’ communication mechanism? Some
animals can also see UV and other wavelength ranges that are
invisible to other species. The discussion of ‘secret’ communication
has already occurred in these contexts, and we can learn from that
discussion (Bennett and Cuthill, 1994; Cuthill et al., 2000; Hausmann
et al., 2003; Siebeck et al., 2006; Siebeck and Marshall, 2001). Does
covert communication occur in polarisation? For example, are the
exposed polarisation dances of the Odontodactyloid stomatopods
(Figs 4 and 6; Fig. S2 and Movie 1) made possible and not too
obvious by the ‘for-your-eyes-only’ nature of the event? The animals
in the video, although rather well camouflaged in intensity and
pattern, are moving, making them conspicuous in other ways. It is not
known to what extent polarisation may be helping to keep this event
‘private’. More likely, much like a displaying bird, they run the risk of
detection by predators.
Stomatopods and cephalopods eat each other and probably have
done for over 400 million years. Both use linear polarising signals
and both possess linear polarisation sensitivity. In the marine world
of these highly successful invertebrate groups is the arms race or
selection for polarisation secrecy still underway? Stomatopods
possess circular polarisation vision and circular polarising signals,
and these are not visible to cephalopods as far as we know (Figs 2D,
6 and 7G; Chiou et al., 2005, 2007, 2008a,b). Does this indicate a
step ahead in the communication arms race?
Controlled circular polarisation behavioural experiments have
been conducted for stomatopods in three behavioural scenarios. In
one,O. scyllaruswas trained to discriminate left- from right-handed
circular polarisation in a food-rewarded binary choice test (Fig. 7G;
Chiou et al., 2008b), while H. trispinosa discriminated linear from
circular polarisation under similar circumstances but could not
discriminate left from right circular polarisation (Templin, 2017).
The reef-dwelling stomatopod Gonodactylus falcatus shows innate
avoidance of burrow entrances containing circular polarisation,
suggesting that this species may use circular polarisation in
interspecific communication (Gagnon et al., 2015). Further to
behavioural evidence, the optical mechanism (quarter-wave
retarder) required for circular polarisation sensitivity has been
identified in a specific set of stomatopod photoreceptors, direct
optical measurements of the quarter-wave components have been
made, electrophysiology has shown circular polarisation sensitivity
in several species and a partially understood photonic mechanism to
produce the reflection has been documented (Chiou et al., 2008b;
Roberts et al., 2009).
Despite these multiple lines of evidence, several holes also exist
in the stomatopod story, including the fact that many of the species
that appear to have circular polarisation sensitivity lack the relevant
body reflections. As noted already, the food-based experiments
indicate that they can discriminate different forms of linear and
circular polarisation, and can transfer this conditioning to a feeding
scenario that they apparently never meet in the real world (Chiou
et al., 2008a,b). That is, we are yet to discover potential stomatopod
food that selectively reflects circular or indeed linear polarisation.
Scarabs, some other beetles and a few other insects also reflect
circular polarisation, and their metallic beauty tempts us to believe
this could be a signal perceived by their own species (Pye, 2010).
Many are bright green and well camouflaged in a green bush, and it
is easy to imagine they rely on their circular polarised reflections for
‘secret’ communication. The photonic mechanism has been known
for some time (Neville and Caveney, 1969; Vukusic and Sambles,
2004; Jewell et al., 2007), and recent behavioural evidencewas cited
to suggest that scarabs might also see circular polarisation (Brady
and Cummings, 2010). This idea, based on phototaxis rather than
signal recognition, has since been comprehensively countered, with
several different species of scarab (Blahó et al., 2012; Horváth et al.,
2014). There is also no evidence at the retinal, optical or neural level
for circular polarisation sensitivity in beetles.
A guide to studying polarisation signalling
Behaviour
Investigations of polarisation signalling are usually triggered by the
observation of a behaviour relative to a small object that is suspected
to reflect polarised light (Fig. 7). These behaviours are distinct from
navigational or polarotactic behaviours that cue on large- or medium-
sized fields of view such as sky or water. However, a signal may also
include a small unpolarised object against a large polarised field.
When investigating behavioural responses to polarised signals,
appropriate control measures to avoid unintentional presentation of
polarisation or intensity confounds are essential and difficult (Foster
et al., 2018). If, as is often the case, the polarised region of reflectance
coincides with a colour, some attempt to disambiguate or discount
colour and intensity is worthwhile. It is also valid to recognise and
quantify mixed signals (Kelber et al., 2001).
In experimental manipulation, is the test relevant to the animal’s
natural behavioural repertoire? Large, looming polarised objects and
polarised food are rare in nature but a response to such stimuli does
indicate polarisation sensitivity and may be used to quantify angle or
degree sensitivity. Polarisation sensitivity that can be transferred onto
tasks that do not usually involve polarisation is indicative of higher-
level polarisation vision, including signalling. Mate choice has a
direct association with polarisation, so behavioural manipulations
around this task may be most productive (Sweeney et al., 2003;
Marshall and Cronin, 2011; Chiou et al., 2011).
Retinal substrates, electrophysiological recordings and polarisation-
specific pathways
It is both instructive for experimental design and a key element of
our understanding to demonstrate a receptor mechanism, or at least a
subsequent neuronal signal, that responds to polarised light and that
might drive the relevant behaviour (Flamarique and Harosi, 2002;
Kondrashev et al., 2012; Roberts, 2014). In invertebrates,
microvillar direction and regularity provide an easy-to-quantify
proxy for e-vector angle sensitivity. The mechanism for detection of
polarisation by vertebrates is less well defined, and animals such as
fish and birds probably do not see object-based (or indeed any)
polarisation (Marshall et al., 1991; Horváth, 2014; Mussi et al.,
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2005; Coemans et al., 1994). Neuronal responses to polarisation
variation, such as angle rotation or varying degree, are indicative of
polarisation sensitivity but not necessarily polarisation vision.
Electrophysiological data are hard to obtain, compared with
indicative photoreceptor structures, but are instructive at every
level, from receptors through to processing, to brain and motor
output (Labhart and Meyer, 2002; Heinze and Homberg, 2007;
Doujak, 1984; Shaw, 1966; Chiou et al., 2008b; Kleinlogel and
Marshall, 2006; Moody and Parriss, 1961; Glantz, 1996, 2008).
Quantification of polarisation properties
When investigating polarisation signalling, the polarised reflection,
its area and location, should at the very least be photographed to
qualitatively detail its altered appearance through changing linear
and/or circular polarising filters (Douglas et al., 2007; and Gagnon
and Marshall, 2016; Cronin and Marshall, 2011; Cronin et al.,
2003). This can be taken further with relatively simple polarisation
photography to quantify angle, intensity and degree (Foster et al.,
2018). Small area polarimetry using simple filters is easy with
portable spectrophotometers (Cronin et al., 2009). Quantification
may extend to photonic characterisation and molecular
nanostructure, using electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction and
ellipsometry. As with colour, the efficacy of polarisation signals is
defined through the evolution of these structures by natural or sexual
selection (Chiou et al., 2005, 2012; Jewell et al., 2007; How et al.,
2014b).
In situ observation and natural history
One of the least attended to but most necessary set of observations in
any potential signalling scenario comes from observing the animal
in situ and thinking through its biology and behavioural repertoire.
The alternating behaviours of revealing and covering up polarised
arm stripes on cuttlefish or the polarised wings and carapace in
butterflies and stomatopods, respectively, are good examples of this
sort of desirable data (Sweeney et al., 2003; Chiou et al., 2008a;
Mathger et al., 2009a,b). Quantification of the polarised light
environment and, in particular, polarised background is particularly
worthy of attention, and it is relatively straightforward with the now
frequently used portable spectrophotometers and appropriate filters.
Such measurements allow estimates of polarisation contrast in the
real world (Fig. 1 and Shashar et al., 1995).
Conclusions
Multifaceted evidence for polarisation signalling exists in
butterflies, cephalopods and stomatopods, but not yet in fish,
beetles and flowers. While we generally agree with Labhart’s view
that polarisation vision is not designed to extract angle information
per se [aside from some exceptional behaviours in butterflies
(Kelber et al., 2001) and possibly stomatopods (Cronin, 2018)], we
propose that polarisation signals contain specific information. These
signals, unlike large-field cues, may be subject to evolutionary
pressures, and, in common with colour, may become in some way
optimised or matched to specific receivers. Some evidence suggests
that degree might be more reliable than angle in polarisation signals,
and mixed modalities of colour and polarisation also exist.
In signalling systems where both a colour and polarisation are
present and a colour vision system exists that can see the colour,
studies must address whether there is an advantage to the additional
polarisation information. It is convenient for us to divide
polarisation and colour or, indeed, to divide each into components
(e.g. hue and saturation for colour, and degree, angle and ellipticity
for polarisation). However, both behaviourally and evolutionarily,
these distinctions are possibly misleading. While it is important to
measure and parameterise as much as possible, especially when
dealing with a form of light we don’t see, considering the
perspective of the animal in its natural environment may lead to
more likely conclusions. What this requires is a return to the careful
observations and time spent in the field by the likes of Lorenz and
von Frisch, who have strongly influenced our thoughts on behaviour
and polarisation (e.g. von Frisch, 1949; Lorenz, 1962).
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